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Random Snaps is the second app from the main user Ryan Sexie and features a new design and.Q: java - deprecated methods from date packages I have a project where we have some code where we import the joda time package and use its version of DateTime class. But as it turns out joda time is now considered obsolete
and we are advised to use the java.time package instead. My concern is that our code has 2 methods where we use deprecated methods from DateTime class (e.g. addDays()) - is it possible to migrate to the java.time package even for methods that are deprecated in the Joda DateTime class? Thanks for any suggestion. A: My
concern is that our code has 2 methods where we use deprecated methods from DateTime class (e.g. addDays()) That is exactly the right concern. You should turn those methods into callers of java.time.DayTime or java.time.Duration. Using those methods will cause your code to stop compiling with a deprecation warning. The
instances of DateTime used by Joda-Time are antiquated. They do not extend nor compose with the java.time classes. You are advised to use the java.time classes rather than Joda-Time. The first step in migration is to remove the Joda-Time artifact from your code. The present invention relates to a flame-retardant fluorocarbon
resin composition which produces a coating film having excellent properties such as adhesive property, solvent resistance, toughness, etc. and which is capable of forming a uniform coating film by a treatment at a relatively low temperature. Fluorocarbon resins are excellent in heat resistance, chemical resistance and solvent
resistance and have been heretofore used in various fields such as electric, electronic and mechanical fields. These fluorocarbon resins have also been used as a base resin of coating films. However, the applications thereof have been limited because of the insufficient adhesive property of the coating film. As a resin to improve
the adhesive property of the coating film, those compositions containing, for example, a vinyl resin are known. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 4,008,251 discloses a composition prepared by compounding a fluorocarbon resin with a vinyl chloride resin having adhesiveness, and U.S. Pat. No. 4,824,726 discloses a composition
prepared
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